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INVESTMENT PROCESSINVESTMENT PROCESS
This document describes the investment process of the Graduate Entrepreneur Fund. If you have any

questions, you can always contact hello@graduate.nl or someone from the fund team listed on
www.graduate.nl.

Vision and Value Proposition

Problem

Target Market and Opportunity

Solution

Technology (if applicable)

Revenue/Business Model

Roadmap

Team

Financials

Competition

Investment/Use of Funds

When you want to apply for funding, you can simply fill out the form on our website and add your pitch
deck. A solid pitch deck should at least include the following:

Traction and Validation



Pitch to our investment committee

EXPERT OPINION

Getting to know you and your company

FIRST CONTACT

QUICKSCAN
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Getting to know the company and its founder(s)

Multiple meetings with startup and dealteam. Sometimes our Investment Manager will join. 
Field research: competitive landscape, customer target group

Explanation of Graduate Entrepreneur Fund

Expert opinions offer the deal team to present criticism or address controversy

CUSTOMER INTERVIEWS

Extra documentation will be required, such as financial projections and a roadmap 

Customer interviews may be conducted in order to assess product solution fit 

After a thorough analysis, the Graduate Entrepreneur Pre-Seed Student Board may decide to propose the
start-up to the investment committee, a group of well established entrepreneurs with extensive knowledge
of investing and entrepreneurship. The subsequent steps then are:

10 minutes pitch

15 minutes discussion/questions

Dry run with deal team in days previous to the IC

The dealteam may contact subject matter experts to help assess the proposition

The dealteam will make sure not to share sensitive information

Interviews will always be scheduled in cooperation with your startup

After you have applied for funding, someone from the Graduate Entrepreneur student board will
reach out to you as soon as possible. We will set up multiple meetings to gain a thorough
understanding of your business. During these meetings we will mainly focus on the following
points: 

Discussion on conclusion and next steps with the dealteam in the days after the IC



more info
Graduate Entrepreneur explicitly reserves the right, at any time and in any respect, to amend or
terminate the procedures currently envisaged for the funding process as outlined in this letter
and/or to terminate the discussions.
You are under no obligation to consider or accept any offers made and you will not be responsible
for any costs or expenses by any person in connection with the funding process.

If you have any questions about the investment process, you can always contact one of the
members of the student team at hello@graduate.nl.

Pick your mentor55

get funded
Funding is done with use of the ASAP note (Agreement of Subscription Against Advance Payment),
inspired by the SAFE note pioneered by Y Combinator with the intention to simplify the investment
process. Basically, it is a pre-payment for equity that will be issued at a later date. During the
investment process, the details of the ASAP will be explained to you in order to ensure you
understand what the key terms of the investments are. 

The governing law is Dutch and all documentation will be in the English language. All the terms are
standard with the exceptions of one or two (valuation cap/possible discount). After the explanation,
you can receive a copy of the agreement.
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Determine (together with the dealteam) the biggest overall challenges within your startup.

Together, we will find somebody in our network that can best help you with your
challenges.

A first meeting will be set up, so the startup and mentor can see whether there is a match.

Not a match? Don't worry, we will just propose somebody else! Startups funded by the Graduate
Entrepreneur Funds can make unlimited use of our coaching network for ad-hoc challenges.
Furthermore, you will be working closely with our Fund Management team, consisting of
experienced venture capital investors.

In addition to receiving capital, you will be matched to one of the experienced alumni in our
network who will be your mentor during your Graduate Entrepreneur journey.


